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Abstract 

This paper a short introduction to homotopy theory and its relation to algebraic 

topology. Algebraic topology tries to connect topological spaces with algebraical objects 

in such a way that topological problems can be translated into algebraical problems 

which can possibly be easier to solve. This paper is an introduction into the theory of 

homotopy and the basic concepts that concern it.  
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1 Homotopic mappings:-The most important instance of a parametrized 

family of mappings (continuous understood) is obtained by taking the 

parameter space to be the closed unit interval I1. plane E2.Then any 

mapping h:S1I1E2 is such a family. Each member hS1t, 0 < t < 1, 

may be considered as a mapping of S1 into E2 and, in particular, the two 

members hS1 0 and hS1 1 may be viewed as continuous deformations 

of each other.  

The mapping h is called a homotopy between f and g and the product 

space 
1IX  is the homotopy cylinder. 

The question of the existence of a homotopy between two mappings f, 

g:X→Y can be very difficult. The answer depends upon f and g, certainly, 
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and also upon the structure of the spaces X and Y. It is evident that this 

question is one of extending a given mapping. 

Two mappings of X into Y, then we have a mapping h on the closed 

subset 
1 of )1()0( IXXX   given by )()0,(' xfxh   and ).()1,(' xgxh 

Then f and g are homotopic if and only if h can be extended to a mapping 

h of the entire product space 1IX  into Y. Thus it would seem that 

theorems about homotopy are but special cases of more general 

theorems on the extension of mappings. Indeed such is the case, but the 

general extension problem is far from being soled, and also the special 

case of homotopy plays an important role in the more general problem. 

THEOREM1.1 The homotopy classes of YX are precisely the arcwise 

connected components of 
x .  

Proof. This is merely a matter  of checking definitions. For if     f ~— g, 

then the homotopy ),( txh between f and g defines a mapping XYIF 1:

given by 

( ) ( ) ( , ). 
t

F t f x h x t  

Then )( 1IF is a Peano continuum in ,XY and as such contains an arc 

between f and g. Conversely, an “arc” of mapping between f and g 

provides a homotopy between the two. 

THEOREM1.2 Let A be a closed subset of a separable metric M, and let 
`f  and `g  be homotopic mappings of A into the n-sphere Sn. It there 

exists an extension f of 
`f  to all of M, then there also exists an extension 

g of g’ to all of M, and the extensions f and g may be chosen to be 

homotopic also.  

Proof (we follow Dowker [74]): Let 1:   nh A I S be the assumed 

homotopy between f’ and g’, and let f be the given extension of 
`f  to all of 

M. Let D be the set in 1IM  given by 
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).0()( 1  MIAD   

Clearly D is a closed subset of ,1IM  and on D we may define the 

mapping :  nF D S given by 

  ( ,0) ( )   for all  in ,F x f x x M  

and   

  ( , )  ( , )     for all  in  and 0 1.  F x t h x t x A t   

Since  ( ,0) ( ) ( ) h x f x f x  for all points x in A, this mapping F is well-

defined and continuous.  

2 Homotopically equivalent spaces. Two spaces X and Y are of the 

same homotpy type (are homotopically equivalent) if there exist 

mappings YXf : and : g Y X such that the composite 

mappings YYfg : and XXgf : are homotopic, respectively, to 

the identity mappings YYi : and .: XXi  All the forthcoming 

algebraic groups to be associated with a space fail to distinguish 

between two homotopically equivalent spaces. It is obvious that 

homeomorphic spaces are of the same homotopy type, but the 

converse is not necessarily true. To give an example of general 

procedure for obtaining two homotopically equivalent spaces that 

are not homeomorphic, we prove a theorem. 

Let YXf : be continuous. In the (disjoint) union ,)( 1 YIX  identify 

each point (x,1) with the pointf (x) in Y. Using the identification topology, 

the resulting space 
)( Xf

Y is called the mapping cylinder of f. As a special 

case, if pXc : is a constant mapping of X onto a space with only one 

pointp, then the mapping cylinder of c is homeomorphic to the join pX. 

THEOREM2.1 Let YXf : be any continuous mapping of a space X into 

a space Y. Then the mapping cylinder 
)( Xf

Y is homotopically equivalent to 

Y. 

Proof: Define a mapping YYg
Xf


)(
: by setting  
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  )(),( xftxf   for ),( tx in 1IX   

And 

  yyg )(   for .in  Yy  

 

 

This mapping is well-defined and continuous on 
)( Xf

Y because it is 

continuous on each of two closed subsets of 
)( Xf

Y and agrees  on the inter 

section of these subsets. Next let 
)(

:
Xf

YYh  be the identity injection 

.)( yyh  Clearly we have 

,)()( yygygh   

so the composite mapping YYgh : is the identity mapping. Considering 

the composite mapping hg of 
)( Xf

Y into itself, we have 

  yyhyhg  )()(    for all points y in Y 

And 

  )())((),( xfxfhtxhg    for all points (x,t) in 
1X I  

We define a mapping 
)(

1

)(
:

XfXf
YIYH  by setting 

ysyH ),(     for all y in Y and 0 < s < 1 

))1(,()),(( stsxsxtH   for (x,t) in 1IX  and .10  s  

Went t = 1, we have 

 ),10(    )),(()()1,()),1,((  ssxfHxfxsxH  

So the two definitions agree on those points identified in 
).( xf

Y Hence H is 

well-defined and continuous. But now 

   
),,()0),,((

,)0,(

txtxH

yyH




 

or )0,(zH is the identity mapping on 
),( Xf

Y while 

   yyH )1,(  

And 

   ),()1,()1),,(( xfxtxH      

so )()1,( zhgzH  for all points z in .
)( Xf

Y Therefore H is a homotopy 

between the identity mapping on 
)( Xf

Y and the composite mapping hg. 
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 We can state a corollary to Theorem 3 by giving another definition. 

A subset D of a space X is a deformation retract of X if there is a 

retraction r of X onto D which is homotopic to the identity mapping of X 

onto itself under a homotpy that leaves D fixed. That is, there is a 

homotopy XIXh  1: such that 

  xxh )0,(   for all x in X, 

  )()1,( xrxh   for all x in X, 

and 

  xtxh ),(   for all x in D and 0 < t < 1. 

COROLARY The space Y is a deformation retract of the mapping cylinder 

.
)( Xf

Y  

Proof: Consider the mapping YYg
Xf


)(
: given in the proof of Theorem 

2.1 Clearly yyg )( for each point y in Y, so g is a retraction of 
)( Xf

Y onto 

Y. The homotopy ),( szH given in Theorem 2.9 has the property that 

    zzH )0,(  

and   

    ).()1,( zgzH   

ThusH is a homotopy between the identity mapping on 
)( Xf

Y and the 

mapping g. Finally, for any point y in Y, we have 

,),( ysyH   

3 THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP 

The set of path-homotopy classes of paths in a space X does not form a 

group under the operation because the product of two path-homotopy 

classes is not always defined. But suppose we pick out a point x0 of X to 

serve a “base point” and restrict ourselves to those paths that begins and 

end at x0. The set of these path-homotopy classes does form a group 

under. It will be called the fundamental group of X. 

 

Definition: Let X be a space; let x0 be a point of X. A path in X that 

begins and ends at x0 is called a loop  based at x0. The set of 

pathhomotopy classes of loops based at x0, with the operation, is called 
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the fundamental group of X relative to the base point x0. It is denoted 

)x(X,π
01

 

Given two loops f and g based at x0, the product f*g is always 

defined and is a loop based at x0. Associatively, the existence of an 

identity element  , e
0x

and the existence of an inverse  f for  f are 

immediate. 

Sometimes this group is called the first homotopy group of X, 

which term implies that there is a second homotopy group. There are 

indeed groups )x(X,π
0n

for all n i


  

Definition: Let  be a path in X from 
0 1

x  to x .we define a map 

 
^

1 0 1 1
:π (X,x ) π (X,x )  

by the equation  

   ^ ˆ:([ ]) [ ]* *f f    

The map ̂ which we call "α hat," is well-defined because the 

operation * is well-defined. If f is a loop based at 
0

x , then ˆ * (f α)* is a 

loop based at x1. Hence ̂ maps 
1 0

π (X,x ), into 
1 1

π (X,x ),as desired; note 

that it depends only on the path-homotopy class of . It is pictured in 

Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 

 

Theorem 3.1 The map ̂ is a group isomorphism. 

Proof. To show that ̂ is a homomorphism, we compute 
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  ˆ ˆ[ ] ([ ])*f g   
^ ^

([ ] [ ] [ ])*[( ] [ ] [ ])** * *f g      

     
^

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]** *f g   

     
^
([ ] [ ]).*f g  

To show that 
^
 is an isomorphism, we show that if  denotes that path 

^
 , which is the reverse of  , then 

^

 is an inverse for 
^
 . We compute, for 

each element [h] of 
1 1

π (X,x ). 

  ˆ ˆβ([h]) [β] [h] [β] [α] [h] [α],* * * *   

  ˆˆ ˆ ˆα β([h]) [α] [α] [h] [α] [α] [h],* * *    

A similar computation shows that ˆ ˆβ( ([ ]) [f]f  for each 
1 0

[f] π (X,x )  

Corollary  If X is path connected and 
0

x and
1

x are two points of X, then 

1 0
π (X,x ) is isomorphic to 

1 1
π (X,x )  

Suppose that X is a topological space. Let C be the path component 

of X containing 
0

x .It is easy to see that 
1 0 1
( , )C x 

0
(X,x ),since all loops 

and homotopies in X that are based at 
0

x must lie in the subspace C. 

Thus 
1 0
(X,x ) depends on only the path component of X containing 

0
x ; it 

gives us no information whatever about the rest of X. For this reason, it 

is usual to deal with only path-connected spaces when studying the 

fundamental group. 

It X is path connected, all the groups 
1
( , )X x are isomorphic, so it 

is temping to try to “identify” all those groups with one another and to 

speak simply of the fundamental group of the space X, without reference 

to base point. The difficulty with this approach is that there is no natural 

way of  identifying 
1 0

π (X,x )with 
1 1

π (X,x );different paths  and  from 
0

x to 

i
x may give rise to different isomorphism between these groups. For this 

reason, omotting the base point can lead to error. 
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It turns out that the isomorphism of 
1 0

π (X,x )with 
1 1

π (X,x ) is 

idependent of path if and only if the fundamental group is abelian. This 

is a stringent requirement on the space X. 

Definition  Let p : E B be a covering map; let b0 B. Choose e0 so that 

0 0
p(e ) b . Given an element [ ]f of 

1
  (B, b0), let f be the lifting of f to a 

path in E that begins at 
0

e : Let  ([ ])f denote the end point (1)of f f  .Then 

 is a well-defined set map. 

   : 
1

1 0 0
π (B,b ) p (b )  

We call  the lifting correspondence derived from the covering map p. It 

depends of course on the choice of the point e0.  

Theorem 3.2 Let p : E B be a covering map; let 
0 0

p(e ) b . If E is path 

connected, then the lifting correspondence.  

   : 
1

1 0 0
π (B,b ) p (b )  

is surjective. It E is simply connected, it is bijective. 

Proof. If E is path connected, then, given 
1

1 0
e p (b ), there is a path 

f in E from 
0

e to 
1
.e Then p o f f  is a loop in B at b0, and  ([f])=e1 by 

definition.  

 Supoose E is simply connected. Let [f] and [g] be two elements of 

1 0
(B,b ) such that  ([f]) =  ([g]). Let f and g be the lifting of f and g, 

respectively, to paths in E that begin at 
0
;e then f  (1) = g  (1). Since E is 

simply connected, there is a path homotopy F in E between f and .g Then 

p o F is a path homotopy in B between f and g. 

Theorem 3.3  Let : E Bp  and ' : E' Bp  be covering maps; let 

0 0 0
( ) '( ' ) b .p e p e  There is an equivalence h : E E' such that 

0 0
h(e ) e' if 

and only if the groups  

  
0 * 1 0

( ( , ))H p E e and 
0 * 1 0
' ' ( ( ', ' ))H p E e  

are equal. If h exists it is unique.  
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Proof. We prove the “only if” part of theorem. Given h, the fact that h is a 

homemorphism implies that  1 1

* 0 1 0
( ,( , )  (E , )h E e e   

Since '  o ,p h p we have 
0 0

H H'  

Now we prove that "If "part of the theorem: we assume that 

0 0
H H' and show that h exists. We shall apply the preceding lemma. 

Consider the maps 

 

Because 'p is a covering map and E is path connected and locally path 

connected there exists a map : E E'h  with 
0 0

( ) 'h e e that is a lifting of p 

(that is, such that '  oh ).p p  Reversing the roles of E and E  in this 

argument, we see there is a map k : E E  with 
0 0

( ' )k e e such that 

 o '.p k p Now consider the maps  

 

The map  o h:E Ek  is a lifting of P (since  o  o 'o ),p k h p h p  )with 

0 0
p(e ) e . The identity map 

E
i of E is another such lifting. The 

uniquencess part of the preceding lemma implies that 
E

 i .k o h  A similar 

argument shows that h o k equals the identity map of E . 

 We seem to have solved our equivalence problem. But there is a 

somewhat suitable point we have overlooked. We have obtained a 

necessary and sufficient condition for there to exist an equivalence 

: E E'h  that carries the point e0 to the point
0

e' . But we have not yet 

determined under what conditions there exists an equivalence in 
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general. It is possible that there may be no equivalence carrying 
0

e to 
0

e'

but that there is an equivalence carrying 
0

e to some other point 
1

e' of 

-1

0
(p') ( ).b Can we determine whether this is the case merely by examining 

the subgroups H0 and H’0? We consider this problem now.  

 It H1 and H2 are subgroups of a group G, you may recall from 

algebra that they are said to be conjugate subgroups if 
1

2 1
.H H   for 

some element  of G. Said differently, they are conjugate if the 

isomorphism of G with itself that maps x to 1α .  .αx  carries the groupo H1 

onto the group H2. It is easy to check that conjugacy is an equivalence 

relation on the collection of subgroups of G. The equivalence class of the 

subgroup H is called the conjugacy class of H. 
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